N9770 NURSES (9/14/1991-5/7/1994) [TV SERIES]

Credits (pilot): directors, Terry Hughes, Andy Cardiff; writer, Susan Harris.
Cast: Kip Gilman, Jeff Altman.
Summary: Comedy series set in contemporary Miami. The staff of the Miami Community Medical Center includes: Annie Roland (Arnetia Walker), head nurse, and a strong-willed working mom married to a fireman; Sandy Miller (Stephanie Hodge), the cynical, but dedicated, second in command, a Texan prone to dating the wrong men; Gina Cuevas (Ada Maris) an immigrant from the small country of San Pokeno who spends her days lusting after Dr. Hank Kaplan (Kip Gilman) a divorced, financially strapped doctor with a heart of gold; Greg Vincent (Jeff Altman) a goofy anti-authoritarian male nurse with a penchant for physically attacking the doctors; and Julie Milbury (Mary Jo Keenan), the flaky, neurotic newcomer -- a former psychiatric-social-worker who was deathly afraid of germs. Greg Vincent and Hank Kaplan are both Vietnam veterans.
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